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Modelling, Simulation and Experimental
Investigation of an Electrohydraulic Closed-Centre

Power Steering System
Alessandro Dell’Amico, Petter Krus

Abstract—In steering-related active safety systems, active steer-
ing is a key component. Active steering refers to the possibility to
control the road wheel angle or the required torque to turn the
wheels by means of an electronic signal. Due to the high axle loads
in heavy vehicles, hydraulic power is needed to assist the driver in
turning the wheels. One solution to realise active steering is then
to use electronically controlled valves that are of closed-centre
type. This means that the assistance pressure, or force, can be set
to any feasible value and still benefit from the high power density
of fluid power systems. A closed-centre solution also implies that
a significant reduction in fuel consumption is possible. This paper
investigates such an electrohydraulic power steering system and
a comparison with the original system is also made. The findings
have shown that while a high response of the pressure control
loop is desired for a good steering feel, instability might occur
at higher steering wheel torque levels. This has effectively been
shown and explained by simulation and hardware-in-the-loop
simulation, together with linear analysis. For any desired boost
curve, the response of the pressure control loop must be designed
to preserve stability over the entire working range.

Index Terms—Active steering, power steering system,
hardware-in-the-loop simulation, non-linear simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

AN ongoing trend in the vehicle industry is the develop-
ment and implementation of active safety systems. Active

safety systems are systems that provide assistance to the driver
in more or less critical situations. Well established active safety
systems include the Anti-lock Brake System and the Electronic
Stability Program. This trend has also come to include the
steering system, which relies on active steering. Active steering
is the possibility to control the road wheel angle or the
torque to turn the wheels by means of an electronic signal.
Typical safety functions would assist the driver for example in
avoiding a collision or unintended lane departures, [1], [2], [3].
Active steering is also useful in stabilising the vehicle and can
complement the brakes, [4], [5], [6], [7]. Another system is the
pedestrian safety system, where both brakes and steering are
used to avoid collisions with pedestrians, [8]. Active steering
is also a prerequisite when it comes to autonomous driving,
[9], or steer-by-wire-systems, [10].

The purpose of the steering system in road vehicles is to
provide the driver with a means to control the direction of
the vehicle. With power steering, an assistive system is also
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provided to reduce the drivers’ work load when turning the
road wheels. The traditional way of assisting the driver is
by hydraulic power, the Hydraulic Power Assisted Steering
(HPAS) system. A hydromechanical solution, comprising a
rotational open-centre valve and a constant flow pump driven
by the engine, controls the assistance pressure according
to driver input. This system has reached a high level of
acceptance due to its high power density, controllability, and
reliability, [11]. This system also provides a good steering feel
with its low inertia and friction. However, energy consumption
is poor and it is not possible to implement active steering. The
term steering feel is associated with the torque feedback to the
driver that provides information regarding the road and tyre
dynamics, [12], and can be defined from objective measures
such as returnability, on-centre feel, linearity, torque stiffness
and steering sensitivity.

The Electrohydraulic Power Assisted Steering (EHPAS)
system was introduced to improve the energy consumption
of power steering systems, [13]. Here the pump is driven
by an electric motor, which means that the flow can be
varied depending on the driving situation, for example the
vehicle’s speed. Compared to the conventional system, fuel
savings of up to 0.2 l per 100 km have been reported,
[14]. During non-steering, the motor speed is very low since
no assistance is needed. A certain degree of motor speed
is, however, necessary in many cases to provide assistance
without significant lag, [15]. Other advantages of the system
include improved packaging and the possibility to vary the
level of assistance for different scenarios and in that way to
some extent tune the steering feel. The accepted steering feel
of hydraulic power steering is also retained with this system.
One disadvantage of this kind of EHPAS system is that active
steering cannot be implemented. The variation in assist level
can, however, be used to stabilise the vehicle. This was shown
in [16], where a tractor-trailer was stabilised by varying the
assist level according to the rate of change of the articulation
angle.

In another version of the EHPAS system, the open-centre
rotational valve is replaced with a closed-centre rotational
valve, [17], [18]. At centre position, the valve has closed
ports between the pump and cylinder chambers. A small valve
overlap provides a region of manual steer, improving steering
feel and straight-line stability. A smaller pump can also be
used since one flow path is no longer active during steering.

In the passenger car industry, the Electric Power Assisted
Steering (EPAS) system has become very common. Here,
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the hydraulic system is replaced with an electric motor that
provides the level of assistance necessary either through the
steering column or directly through the rack, [19]. The EPAS
system only applies a torque when necessary and dramatically
reduces energy consumption compared to the HPAS system,
[20]. Challenges with the EPAS system have been the steering
feel, which is compromised due to the high inertia of the
electric motor, friction, backlash, and torque ripples. Another
advantage of the EPAS system is that it permits active steer-
ing directly. The system is electronically controlled and the
assistance torque can therefore be adapted to different safety
functions.

When it comes to heavy vehicles, hydraulic power is still
needed to assist the driver in turning the wheels due to the
greater axle loads. The exception is hybrid vehicles where
a high voltage battery allows the use of an EPAS system.
In [21], the energy recovery potential of the EPAS system
was investigated for a hybrid bus, where up to 20% of the
energy needed to complete a full steering manoeuvre could
be recovered. One way to realise active steering in hydraulic
power steering systems is described in [22]. An electric motor
acts through a planetary gear and can increase or decrease
the road wheel angle applied by the driver. Another solution
is the Active Pinion concept, [23]. An actuator affects the
hydraulic valve directly, modifying the relation between the
driver’s torque and the assistance torque, and an offset torque
can be produced. The actuator can be a small electric motor.
A solution for heavy vehicles is presented in [24]. An electric
motor acts on the steering column and works through the
hydraulic system. The system is referred to as hybrid steering.
For low demands, the assistance is provided by the electric
motor. For higher demands, the hydraulic system also pro-
vides the necessary assistance. Two torque measurements are
needed: one for the hydraulic system and one for the electric
system. By controlling the pump flow, the energy consumption
can be reduced by up to 80% compared to the HPAS system
depending on driving scenario. Active steering is also possible.
A similar system was modelled and controlled in [9], where
the objective was autonomous driving.

A solution that addresses both the energy consumption
and active steering is another type of electrohydraulic power
steering system, where electronically controlled closed-centre
valves are used, which is studied and discussed in [25] and
[26]. This solution takes advantage of the high power density
of fluid power systems and the good steering feel and provides
a compact solution. In addition, only one torque measurement
is needed. The system relies on constant pressure instead of
constant flow. An accumulator can provide peak flow demands,
which allows the pump to be made smaller. Proper design and
control of the valves is needed to ensure stability and good
tracking. Measurements from a driving cycle, similar to the
New European Driving Cycle, shows that the closed-centre
system only uses 18% of the energy consumed by the original
open-centre hydraulic system.

The contribution of this paper is an analysis of such an
electrohydraulic power steering system with closed-centre
valves, which is a highly interesting solution for the heavy
vehicle industry for the reasons mentioned above. The analysis
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Fig. 1. A schematic of the steering system showing, both the open-centre
and closed-centre hydraulic systems.

is made in both the frequency domain and the time domain
with the focus on stability and performance. Both a new linear
model and a non-linear model are derived for this purpose. In
this way, analytical expressions for stability properties have
been derived.

In this work only, high performance servo valves represent
the closed-centre circuit. It can be seen as a generalised
solution, although not a feasible one due to the high cost, but
nonetheless serves to analyse the system. The procedure and
results of this work are applicable to any configuration of such
a system. A test rig has also been developed for hardware-in-
the-loop simulation and is used to confirm findings and provide
a measure to validate the models. A comparison of the original
open-centre system is also provided to better describe what
challenges the closed-centre system involves.

The linearised model is used to show how the pressure loop
dynamics relate to the steering system loop dynamics, when
and why instability occurs, and what design aspects of the
pressure actuator there are to consider. These results are then
also verified with the help of the validated simulation model,
as well as they are shown in the test rig. The results are useful
when designing the system characteristic or any necessary
controllers for such an electrohydraulic power steering system.

The paper is organised as follows. Section II describes both
the reference open-centre system and the closed-centre system
under study and the test rig. All modelling is presented in
section III, together with a review of the existing literature
in the field. The control strategy is explained in section IV
and in section V the systems are analysed in the frequency
domain. Section VI describes the simulation procedures. The
results are presented in section VII and a discussion and the
conclusions from the study can be found in sections VIII and
IX, respectively.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The power steering system is a position control system,
where the driver controls the steering wheel angle. This
represents the reference position and the power steering system
controls the road wheel angle and aims to follow the reference.
The closed-centre system is compared to the original system
from a dynamics perspective. This is to better understand
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Fig. 2. The solid line shows the boost curve of the original system, measured
from the test rig. The dashed line shows an alternative boost curve used for
comparison with the original curve when controlling the closed-centre system.

the fundamental differences between these systems and what
challenges the closed-centre system involves. The systems
modelled and studied are identical to the systems in the test
rig, as described below. This is to facilitate the comparison
between simulation and testing. This section describes both
the open-centre and closed-centre systems and the test rig.
A schematic of both systems is shown in Fig. 1, where the
fundamental difference in hardware set-up is distinguished.

A. Open-centre hydraulic power steering system

The traditional power steering system is made up of a
constant flow pump, driven by the engine, and a rotational
open-centre valve. The valve is mechanically connected to a
torsion bar and is activated by the twisting of the torsion bar,
i.e. the driver input torque. When the valve is twisted, the
control edges on one side are closed and opened at the other,
increasing the pressure on the closing side, and an assistive
force is created. The pressure is also very much dependent
on the pump flow. This effectively means that the hydraulic
system is a pressure control system, which is an inherent
property of an open-centre system.

The system is dimensioned for the heaviest load case.
This occurs during parking manoeuvres, where the required
assistive force is high, while the pump speed is low. During
high-speed driving, the need for assistance is instead low,
while the pump speed is high. A substantial amount of oil is
then fed back to tank and together with the open-centre valve
this is the reason for the open-centre system’s poor energy
efficiency.

The power steering system is characterised by the boost
curve, which defines the assistive pressure for a given torsion
bar torque. In the open-centre system, the boost curve is
defined by the geometry of the valve and the pump flow. The
measured boost curve of the test rig is shown in Fig. 2, with
a pump flow of 9 l/min.
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the test rig. The shut-off valves allow
switching between the original and the closed-centre system. The software
contains the controller for the servo valves as well as a vehicle-tyre model to
represent the force exerted on the rack.

B. Closed-centre electrohydraulic power steering system

The open-centre valve is replaced by electronically con-
trolled closed-centre valves that individually control the pres-
sure in each chamber of the assistance cylinder. Different solu-
tions are possible here, e.g. proportional directional valves or
pressure control valves, [26]. In this work, high-performance
servo valves are used as a case example. They are only
intended for experimental testing and serve as a benchmark.
There is no mechanical connection to the torsion bar as in the
open-centre case, but control of the valves relies instead on
measurement of the torque. The supply to the servo valves is
a constant pressure system.

One of the requirements of such a closed-centre system is a
different supply system compared to the original system. This
opens up for further improvements, e.g. as regards packaging
and energy consumption. Extensive research findings have
been reported, e.g. in [27], but this area is beyond the scope
of this work.

C. Test rig

The test rig, illustrated in Fig. 3, is built around a rack-
and-pinion steering system. The original system is retained
as reference system. Parallel to the original system is the
closed-centre electrohydraulic system, which uses the same
mechanical structure. Manual shut-off valves are used to
switch between the two systems. A load cylinder is attached
to the rack that applies a force according to a software-
implemented vehicle-tyre model. A force sensor is used to
measure the rack load. At the other end, a mass is attached,
contributing the system inertia. The rig is also equipped with a
rack position sensor, a steering wheel angle sensor and pump
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and load pressure sensors. The torsion bar is also used as a
torque sensor by attaching strain gauges. This eliminates the
need for an extra torsion bar. The rack’s velocity is derived
by differentiating the rack position.

As mentioned previously, for the purposes of the investi-
gations in this study, four high-performance servo valves are
used to represent an electrohydraulic closed-centre solution.
These valves do not represent a feasible solution for the final
application, mainly due to their high price, but they do give
an indication of the level of performance needed and a certain
degree of flexibility during testing. For individual control of
the pressure in each chamber, at least two valves are needed.
With four valves, the meter-in and meter-out flow of each
chamber can be controlled individually. This functionality is
not used here but could be useful in future experiments. A
laboratory set-up is used to supply a constant pressure.

III. SYSTEM MODELLING

Non-linear models are derived for both the open-centre and
the closed-centre system. These models are used for simulation
and stability analysis. The latter requires a linearisation of the
system equations. The two systems share the same mechanical
subsystem.

A. Mechanical subsystem

The model’s level of complexity is very much related to
its purpose and a great deal of research has been done on
the subject. Too complex a model will increase computational
time and be more difficult to analyse. In [28], a 5 DoF and a
2 DoF model were developed for the mechanical subsystem
and compared to measurements. The simpler model performs
sufficiently well to study the behaviour of the steering wheel
torque. In [29], a 2 DoF model was derived for a passenger
car and a 3 DoF model for a truck. In [30], a 3 DoF model
was developed and the importance of non-linear effects, such
as friction and boost pressure, was shown. In [31], the choice
was a 2 DoF model for the mechanical structure, with the
purpose of analysing stability in the frequency domain of an
EPAS system. The purpose of the present model is to study the
steering wheel torque and stability, and since the application
is the test rig without wheel assembly, a 2 DoF model of the
mechanical subsystem is chosen.

The steering wheel and column constitute the upper inertia,
Jsw, and the rack with mass constitutes a translational mass,
Mrw, as shown in (1) and (2). Steering wheel torque is denoted
Tsw, stiffness Kt, steering gear ratio Rt, viscous friction coef-
ficient b, load stiffness Crw, and cylinder area Ap. The steering
wheel is denoted with index sw and the road wheels, or the
rack in this case, are denoted with index rw. The load pressure
is denoted pL and is defined as the difference between the right
and left cylinder chambers, pL = pright−pleft. The friction is
an important parameter for proper behaviour of the model and
in [32], a spring/friction model is suggested. A static friction
is used for the column, denoted Ff , and a pressure-dependent
friction for the rack, Ff,p(pL). A spring/hysteresis model is
adapted for this purpose. Definitions of the steering wheel
angle θsw and the rack position xrw are shown in Fig. 1.

A1

A2

A1

A2

qp qs
Vs, ps

ql

xrw

Vp1 Vp2

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the open-centre system.

Parameters needed for the model, such as friction levels and
stiffness, are measured on the test rig, as described in [33],
where also intial parts of the modelling procedure is presented.

Jswθ̈sw = Tsw −Kt (θsw − xrwRt)− bswθ̇sw − Ff (1)
Mrwẍrw = pLAp +Kt (θsw − xrwRt)Rt − brwẋrw

− Crwxrw − Ff,p(pL) (2)

The linearisation of the mechanical subsystem can be found
in the appendix.

B. Open-centre system

The open-centre valve consists of several control edges but
is preferably modelled as a lumped Wheatstone bridge, as
shown in Fig. 4, with opposite orifices assumed to be equal.
This has proven to be useful, [34]. Modelling and analysis of
the open-centre valve can be found in [35]. The system flow
qs and the load flow ql are described by (3) and (4), with flow
coefficient Cq , oil density ρ and system pressure ps. Statically,
the system flow is equal to the pump flow qp.

qs = CqA1

√
ps − pL

ρ
+ CqA2

√
ps + pL

ρ
(3)

ql = CqA1

√
ps − pL

ρ
− CqA2

√
ps + pL

ρ
(4)

The opening areas A1 and A2 are derived from the measured
boost curve. The static load pressure is shown in (5), derived
from (3) and (4), with A2 = A[Tsw] and A1 = A[−Tsw], and
is an analytical expression of the boost curve and is used to
calculate the reference pressure, which will be explained later.
The flow ratio is defined as q = ql

qp
.

pL (Tsw, q) =
ρq2s
8C2

q

((
1− q
A [Tsw]

)2

−
(

1 + q

A [−Tsw]

)2
)

(5)

The pressure built up in the system volume Vs and load volume
V0 =

Vp1Vp2
Vp1+Vp2

is shown in (6) and (7), with bulk modulus β.

qp − qs =
Vs
β
ṗs (6)

ql = Apẋrw +
V0
β
ṗL (7)
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Fig. 5. Representation of the pressure control with servo valves for one
chamber.

From the linearised equations, as shown in the appendix, the
transfer function for the load pressure can be solved as shown
in (8).

PL =
Kc1

K2
c1 −K2

c2

1 + Vs
Kc1β

s

s2

ω2
0
+ 2δ0

ω0
s+ 1

·1 + Vs(
Kc1+

Kq2Kc2
Kq1

)
β
s

1 + Vs
Kc1β

s
Kq1

(
1 +

Kq2Kc2

Kq1Kc1

)
Tsw

−ApXps)

≈ GKc(s)

Kc

(
GKq (s)KqTsw −ApXps

)
(8)

The coefficients are defined in the appendix. The pressure
response is mainly dominated by a first order dynamics,
especially for the low-torque region and for the low-frequency
region at higher torque levels. This is also shown in Fig. 8.

C. Closed-centre system

Modelling and analysis of the closed-centre valve can be
found in [35]. Since the pressure is controlled independently in
each chamber, studying the pressure response in one chamber
is sufficient. The system is illustrated in Fig. 5. It is assumed
that supply pressure ps is maintained at a constant level. The
system of equations is shown in (9) to (11), with parameters
defined in Fig. 5.

qin = Cqwxv1

√
2

ρ
(ps − p) (9)

qout = Cqwxv2

√
2

ρ
p (10)

qin − qout = Apẋrw +
V

β
ṗ (11)

A feedback loop of the spool position with PI controller and a
second order dynamics are used to generate the valve opening
and better correspond to measurements of the pressure, shown
in section VII. For linear analysis, the valve opening is
assumed to have only a second order dynamics, as shown
in (12), with resonance frequency ωv and damping δv . The
meter-in and meter-out valves are controlled simultaneously,
as shown in (28) in the appendix, which results in higher
system gain. The linearisation of the system can be found

Gcntrl

Pref
Ql

P1
s2

ω2
v

+
2δv
ωv

s+1
1

Kc+Css

Fig. 6. Block diagram representation of the pressure control loop of the
closed-centre system, from reference pressure Pref to actual pressure P .

in the appendix.

Xv =
Xvref

s2

ω2
v
+ 2 δvωv s+ 1

(12)

IV. CONTROL

While control of the pressure for the open-centre system
is purely hydromechanical, controlled by the twisting of the
torsion bar via the boost curve, the closed-centre system relies
on a software-implemented controller and boost curve. In order
to control the static characteristic, the controller needs to be
of integrator type. The valve dynamics also introduces a fair
degree of phase shift and in order to compensate for this a
derivative part is also introduced to the controller. The system
is strongly non-linear and for improved performance, the
controller is adaptive in that it compensates for varying system
dynamics, seen from (29). The controller is implemented as a
lead-lag filter as shown in (13), taking the difference between
the reference pressure and measured pressure as input. A
similar approach was used in [36].

Gcntrl(s) =
Kp0

K̂q

( V
βK̂c

s+ 1

V
βK̂c

s+ γ

)(
1
ωv
s+ 1

α
ω s+ 1

)
(13)

The estimated system variables K̂q and K̂c are calculated
according to the expression shown in (30) to (35), and γ and α
are tuned for good performance. In the subsequent analyses, it
is assumed that K̂q and K̂c are perfectly estimated. With (29),
(12) and (13), the pressure control loop for the closed-centre
system can be derived in the block diagram shown in Fig.
6. This loop constitutes the inner control loop of the power
steering system, as will be shown.

As in the case of the open-centre system, the reference
pressure for the closed-centre system is defined by the boost
curve. This is the most common way to control the pressure.
For a comparison to be valid, it is also necessary to control
the closed-centre system in a similar fashion. The reference
pressure on a linear form is expressed as shown in (14),
with KqOC and KcOC being the flow gain and flow-pressure
coefficient for the open-centre system, respectively. A pre-filter
is also applied to shape the response. Two cases are evaluated.
One is a pre-filter generating open-centre dynamics, the other
with a low-pass filter with 50 Hz break frequency. For good
performance in the test rig, the mean pressure was raised by
50 bar in each cylinder. This does not affect the assistance
pressure, but might generate more friction.

Pref = Gfilter(s)
1

KcOC

(KqOC (θsw −RTXrw)KT

−ApXrws) (14)
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Fig. 7. Block diagram representation of the power steering system. The dashed
lines are for the closed-centre system only.
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V. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Both systems are analysed with the help of the derived
linear models in order to study and compare their respective
behaviour. Parameter values used in this work are as shown
in Table I in the appendix.

A. Open-centre system

A block diagram of the original system, shown in Fig.
7, can be derived with (17), (18) and (8). In this case the
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Fig. 10. Frequency plot of the open loop of the closed-centre power steering
system. Solid curve represents with a pre-filter at 50 Hz, and dashed curve
represents with a pre-filter with open-centre dynamics.

transfer function G1(s) = GKq (s) and G2(s) = GKc(s),
as defined in (8). The mechanical transfer functions of the
steering wheel and rack are denoted Gsw(s) and Grw(s),
respectively, and are defined in the appendix. The dashed
blocks and lines are valid only for the closed-centre system,
as will be described later. The block diagram shows the
closed loop system, where the steering wheel angle is the
reference signal and the corresponding rack position is fed
back. Improper design might lead to instability problems.
Stability margins can be seen from frequency analysis of the
system.

Due to the non-linear behaviour of the system, several op-
erating points need to be studied. Since both the area opening
of the valve and the pressure level are set by the torque, the
system is studied for different torque levels, as well as different
load flow levels. Figure 8 shows the frequency analysis of the
pressure response of the original system for zero load flow and
with the steering wheel in the centre position. Higher torque
leads to higher gain but also a significantly slower system. The
effect of this is seen in the frequency analysis of the open loop
system, from a steering wheel angle to rack position, shown
in Fig. 9. The stability margin is mainly set by the amplitude
margin. The increase in gain with increased torque leads to
a reduced amplitude margin. This is compensated for by the
slower dynamics of the pressure response, where an increase
in the amplitude margin is reset. The dynamics of the pressure
response are defined by the geometry of the valve, as is also
the steady state gain, or boost gain. This means that there
is a fixed relation between the boost gain and the system’s
bandwidth.

B. Closed-centre system

Since the closed-centre system is controlled in a similar
fashion to the open-centre system, the block diagram will
have a similar appearance, as shown in Fig. 7. Depending on
the choice of pre-filter, G1(s) and G2(s) will look different.
For open-centre dynamics, they will be equal, as in the open-
centre system. For the case with fixed pre-filter, G1(s) = 1
and G2(s) = 1

1+ s
ωb

. The additional dynamics come from
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the pressure response. From the block diagram in Fig. 6, the
open loop and closed loop of the pressure response with the
servo valves can be derived and are shown in (15) and (16),
respectively.

Go(s) =
Gcntrl(s)(

s2

ω2
v
+ 2δv

ωv
s+ 1

)
(Kc + Css)

(15)

PL = Pright − Pleft =
Go

1 +Go︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gc

Pref

−

 1

(Kc + Css) (1 +Go)︸ ︷︷ ︸
right chamber, = Gq1

+
1

(Kc + Css) (1 +Go)︸ ︷︷ ︸
left chamber, = Gq2

Ql

(16)

The frequency analysis of the open loop of the closed-centre
power steering system is shown in Fig. 10 for zero load
flow and with the steering wheel in the centre position. The
two cases are shown for the highest torque level, which
corresponds to the highest gain level. In the first case, with
dashed line, the pre-filter of the controller has the same first
order dynamics as the open-centre valve. This results in a
positive amplitude margin and a stable system. In the second
case, the pre-filter is set at 50 Hz, which is much higher than
the first case. This results in a negative amplitude margin
and an unstable system. This illustrates the main difference
compared to the open-centre system. There is no relation
between the gain and the bandwidth of the pressure response
and too high a bandwidth will reduce the amplitude margin.

VI. SIMULATION

Simulation has been a valuable tool in understanding the
closed-centre power steering system and provides a means to
test different set-ups of the system, as well as develop control
strategies. Given the strongly non-linear nature of fluid power
systems, simulation is also an effective tool to test the system
over the entire working range. The aim has been to verify the
behaviour seen from the linear analysis, namely that too high a
bandwidth of the pressure control loop might lead to instability
at high pressure levels for boost curve control. As part of the
process of verifying and understanding the system, hardware-
in-the-loop simulation has also been a valuable tool. With
hardware-in-the-loop simulation, part of the system consists
of the actual hardware and the other part as simulation models
implemented in a real-time computer. Examples of hardware-
in-the-loop simulation test rigs and how they are used can be
found for example in [37].

Simulation models are always a reflection of real systems
and simplifying the system is part of the process. With the
actual hardware in place, the effect of different properties that
were excluded in the pure simulation can also be studied.
One advantage of a test rig is that it also provides a clear
boundary of the system studied, which makes it easier to
study the system and develop a model. In this case, it is
also easier to mount sensors and test parts of the system for

model parametrisation than it would if they were installed in
the actual application.

A. Computer simulation

The simulation model is divided into sub-models. A me-
chanical sub-model communicates with a hydraulic sub-model.
A driver model is implemented as a PID controller that applies
a torque to the mechanical sub-model in order to follow the
measured steering wheel angle. The load cylinder with servo
valve and controller is implemented for better resemblance
to the test rig. The reference value comes from a spring
load model. It can be seen as a tyre model during parking
manoeuvres and is used to ensure that the steering system
reaches maximum pressure. All equations are discretized with
the Bilinear Transform and implemented with the Transmis-
sion Line Modelling method, [38]. This means that the same
models can be used during hardware-in-the-loop simulation as
well.

B. Hardware-in-the-loop simulation

The hardware consists of the rack-and-pinion system with
steering wheel. The load cylinder attached to the rack is
controlled by a servo valve to keep a certain force applied
to the rack. The reference force is calculated from either a
vehicle model or, as in this case, a spring model that takes
the measured rack position as input. The lead-lag controller
takes the difference between the reference and measured forces
to calculate the control signal to the servo valve. A mass is
attached at the other end of the rack to provide the inertia of
the system. The load cylinder then only needs to provide the
static load from the tyre-ground interaction. A sample time of
10 kHz was used. More on the control of the test rig can be
found in [33].

VII. RESULTS

Figure 11 shows the responses of the pressure steps for the
two different pre-filters used as well as without pre-filter. The
top plot is without pre-filter. A high gain is chosen, which
generates some oscillations. This is compensated for with the
pre-filter, as shown in the bottom plot. The faster curves are
with pre-filter at 50 Hz and the slower curves with open-centre
dynamics as pre-filter. The model, shown as dashed lines, is
able to predict the behaviour of the pressure loop sufficiently
well compared to measured results, shown as solid lines. The
figure also shows the reference curves for each case, shown as
dashed-dotted lines. There is a clear difference in bandwidth
between the two cases with pre-filter. The time lag between
the reference and actual pressure is not of importance here,
but merely illustrates the time lag introduced by the valves.

Figure 12 shows a comparison between the test rig and a
simulated model of the rig for the open-centre system and
closed-centre system with three cases. Figure 12a shows the
assistive pressure, with a solid curve for measurement and
a dashed curve for simulated results. Figure 12b shows the
measured and simulated torsion bar torque. The top plots are
for the open-centre system. The second top plots are for the
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Fig. 11. Comparison between measured (solid) and simulated (dashed)
pressure responses. The dashed-dotted line is the reference pressure for
respective case. In the top plot, the pressure response without pre-filter is
shown. The lower plot shows the pressure response with pre-filter, where the
faster curves represent the 50 Hz pre-filter and the slower curves the dynamic
open-centre model as pre-filter.

closed-centre system with open-centre dynamics as pre-filter
and the system is stable. The third top plots are for the system
with 50 Hz pre-filter. As the pressure increases, instability
finally occurs and the system returns to a stable state as the
pressure decreases again. The lower plots are the closed-centre
system with 50 Hz pre-filter and the flatter boost curve, shown
as an alternative boost curve in Fig. 2. The steering wheel
angle was manually applied with an amplitude of 22-25°and
no faster than 150°/s. In all cases, the simulation results also
show the same behaviour.

VIII. DISCUSSION

Besides the fact that the open-centre system is hydrome-
chanical while the closed-centre system, in this work, is elec-
trohydraulic, there are two main differences between the two
systems. The first is the relation between actuator dynamics
and gain. For the open-centre system, both the gain and the
bandwidth are defined by the boost curve, i.e. the geometry of
the valve. Since the closed-centre system is electrohydraulic,
the boost curve is implemented in the software and is separated
from the valve dynamics. Intuitively, a fast pressure response is
desired for a good steering feel, but as the gain increases with
increased torque level the amplitude margin of the outer power
steering loop is decreased. The bandwidth of the pressure
response also affects the amplitude margin and too high a
bandwidth might reduce it to such an extent that instability
might occur. A slower bandwidth will therefore compensate
for the smaller amplitude margin as the gain increases. This
was seen from the linear analysis, where too high a bandwidth
of the pressure control loop significantly reduced the amplitude
margin. The same behaviour is also seen from the results
in Fig. 12. In the second and third top plots the system
is controlled with the same static boost curve but different
pressure loop dynamics. The third top plots clearly show the

result from the unstable system with oscillations in pressure,
Fig. 12a, as well as the torsion bar torque, Fig. 12b. The lower
plots in Fig. 12 also show that the pressure loop dynamics
must be designed for the chosen boost curve of the system.
The flatter curve shown in Fig. 2 generates a lower boost gain
and a faster response of the pressure control loop is therefore
possible. The flatter boost curve used here also provided less
damping, i.e. the change in pressure with change in load flow.
In all cases, the simulation results are in good agreement
with the measurements, although the rig shows slightly more
oscillations.

The other main difference between the two systems is
the additional lag introduced by the closed-centre valve. The
hydromechanical solution of the open-centre valve means that
the pressure is directly affected by the change in opening area,
i.e. the twisting of the torsion bar. The closed-centre valve is
not connected to the torsion bar mechanically and a change
in pressure requires a change in flow, which in turn requires
a change in valve position. The additional lag might have a
negative impact on steering feel and a fast valve is therefore
needed. This is not a concern at low torque levels, where the
steering feel is most apparent, since the boost gain is low. The
additional lag might also cause instability problems and a fast
valve is therefore also desirable from that point of view.

The top plots in Fig. 12 illustrate the reference system and
its behaviour. Some differences in behaviour between the top
and second top plots are visible, especially in the torsion bar
torque. This is mainly due to the fact that the additional phase
shift from various parts of the system, as mentioned previously,
can cause instability problems. The additional phase shift
comes from the servo valves and filtered signals, such as rack
position and velocity. The rack position is used to calculate
the load and the velocity is used to calculate the right amount
of assistive pressure to be applied. This could be improved
on by using better sensors that require less filtering. Fig. 11
illustrates the additional phase shift from the pressure response
of the closed-centre system compared to the original system.
The model is also predicting the same behaviour. Another
reason for the difference between the two top plots might be
the higher friction in the assistance cylinder due to the higher
mean pressure in this case, as described previously.

Good performance of the steering system is achieved by
means of fast valves and controlling the response of the
pressure control loop with the pre-filter.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The linear analysis of the two systems has shown that, for
the open-centre system both the bandwidth of the pressure
response and the gain are related to the boost curve. The gain
and bandwidth have a fixed relation, where the bandwidth
decreases with increasing gain. This is in contrast to the
closed-centre system, where the bandwidth of the pressure
response is independent of the boost gain. With increased
boost gain, the amplitude margin of the steering system loop
decreases. Too high a bandwidth of the pressure loop might
then result in instability.

Decreasing the bandwidth as the gain increases compensates
for the loss in amplitude margin. This is also a property of the
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Fig. 12. Comparison between measured (solid) and simulated (dashed) pressure (a) and torsion bar torque (b). The top plots are the open-centre system while
the other plots are the closed-centre system. The second top plots are with open-centre dynamics as pre-filter. The third top plots are with 50 Hz pre-filter.
The bottom plots are with 50 Hz pre-filter and flat boost curve.

open-centre system. Simulation results have also shown this
behaviour. A pre-filter is used to shape the desired pressure
loop response. A 50 Hz first order pre-filter resulted in
heavy oscillations as the pressure reached a higher level. By
instead using open-centre dynamics as pre-filter, the system
is stable. A flatter boost curve together with the 50 Hz pre-
filter has also shown a more robust behaviour, verifying the
relation between system stability, boost gain and pressure loop
response. Hardware-in-the-loop simulation has also verified
the same behaviour and simulation and measurements show
good agreement, which confirms the theory.

For every desired boost curve, the pressure loop response
must be shaped to preserve stability. This can be done with
a pre-filter. To avoid unnecessary phase-shift, a faster valve,
from a hydromechanical point of view, gives better flexibility

to shape the pressure loop response with the pre-filter.

APPENDIX

Mechanical subsystem

The linearisation of equations (1) and (2) results in (17) and
(18), neglecting friction for further linear analysis.

Jswθsws
2 = Tsw −Kt (θsw −RtXrw)− brwθsws (17)

MrwXrws
2 = PLAp +Kt (θsw −RtXrw)Rt

− CrwXrw − brwXrws (18)
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The mechanical transfer functions are defined in (19) and (20).

Gsw(s) =
1

Jsws2 + bsws+Kt
(19)

Grw(s) =
1

Mrws2 + brws+ Crw +KtR2
t

(20)

Open-centre system
Linearising (3), (4), (6) and (7) results in (21) to (24), capital
letters indicating linearised variables. Kq is the flow gain and
Kc the flow-pressure coefficient.

Qs = Kq2Tsw +Kc1Ps +Kc2Pl (21)
Ql = Kq1Tsw −Kc2Ps −Kc1Pl (22)

Qp −Qs =
Vs
β
Pss (23)

Ql = ApXps+
V0
β
Pls (24)

The derivatives are shown below, with w as the area gradient,
which is used to rewrite the opening area as A = wxv , and
index 0 for operating points:

∂qs
∂Tsw

= Cqw1

√
ps0 − pl0

ρ
+ Cqw2

√
ps0 + pl0

ρ
= Kq2

∂qs
∂ps

=
CqTsww1

2
√

ps0−pl0
ρ ρ

+
CqTsww2

2
√

ps0+pl0
ρ ρ

= Kc1

∂qs
∂pl

= − CqTsww1

2
√

ps0−pl0
ρ ρ

+
CqTsww2

2
√

ps0+pl0
ρ ρ

= Kc2

∂ql
∂Tsw

= Cqw1

√
ps0 − pl0

ρ
− Cqw2

√
ps0 + pl0

ρ
= Kq1

∂ql
∂ps

=
CqTsww1

2
√

ps0−pl0
ρ ρ

− CqTsww2

2
√

ps0+pl0
ρ ρ

= −Kc2

∂ql
∂pl

= − CqTsww1

2
√

ps0−pl0
ρ ρ

− CqTsww2

2
√

ps0+pl0
ρ ρ

= −Kc1

The coefficients for the pressure response, shown in (8), are
defined as:

ω0 =

√
K2
c1 −K2

c2

V0Vs
β

δ0 =
1

2

Kc1√
K2
c1 −K2

c2

V0 + Vs√
V0Vs

Kc =
K2
c1 −K2

c2

Kc1

Kq = Kq1

(
1 +

Kq2Kc2

Kq1Kc1

)
Closed-centre system
The linearised equations for the closed-centre system are
shown in (25) to (27), capital letters indicating linearised
variables.

Qin = Kq1Xv1 +Kc1 (Ps − P ) (25)
Qout = Kq2Xv2 +Kc2 (P ) (26)

Qin −Qout = ApXps+
V

β
Ps (27)

The meter-in and meter-out valves are controlled simultane-
ously as shown in (28). Equations (25) to (27) can be formed
into (29), with Ql = ApXps and hydraulic capacitance as
Cs =

V
β .

Xv2 = −Xv1 = −Xv (28)

(Kq1 +Kq2)Xv +Kc1Ps −Ql =

(Kc1 +Kc2)P +
V

β
Ps

⇒ KqXv +Ql = (Kc + Css)P (29)

The derivatives are the following:

Kq1 = Cqw

√
2

ρ
(ps0 − p0) (30)

Kq2 = Cqw

√
2

ρ
p0 (31)

Kc1 =
Cqwxv10

√
2
ρ

2
√

(ps0 − p0)
(32)

Kc2 =
Cqwxv20

√
2
ρ

2
√
p0

(33)

Kq = Kq1 +Kq2 (34)
Kc = Kc1 +Kc2 (35)

Parameter values

TABLE I
TABLE OF PARAMETER VALUES

Parameter Value Unit
Jsw 0.053 kgm2

Mrw 30 kg
Kt 60.73 Nm/rad
Rt 154 rad/m
bsw 0.23 Nm/s
brw 1.05 · 104 Ns/m
Crw 3.86 · 106 N/m
Ap 8.26 · 10−4 m2

Vp 1.02 · 10−4 m3

Cq 0.67 -
ρ 850 kg/m3

β 8.7 · 108 Pa
qp 9 l/min
Ff 0.3 Nm
ωv 150 Hz
δv 0.7 -
w 6 · 10−5 m2/U
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